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Abstract—In the U.S. electricity markets, locational marginal
prices (LMPs) are obtained in economic dispatch with fixed com-
mitment decisions. The costs of committing or dispatching fast-
start units at their minimum limits may not be covered by LMPs
and significant uplift payments are thus needed. Extended LMPs
(ELMPs) were established by MISO to appropriately reflect these
costs, but are computationally expensive for market implementa-
tion. The approximate ELMP (aELMP) model is then developed
with reduced complexity. An important design issue that highly
affects aELMPs is to allocate commitment costs of fast-start units
over time. However, it is difficult to obtain an allocation for the
simplified model to effectively approximate the complex ELMPs.
In this paper, allocation guidelines are derived in the day-ahead en-
ergymarket without considering transmission capacity constraints
for simplicity. The idea is to separate the ELMP problem into in-
dividual-hour problems resembling the aELMP model by using
Lagrangain relaxation. Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions
are then innovatively used to derive guidelines for an easily imple-
mentable allocation that utilizes the commitment and dispatch re-
sults. To examine effectiveness of the guidelines, aELMPs are com-
pared with ELMPs and LMPs. Numerical results show that the re-
sulting aELMPs effectively approximate ELMPs and reduce uplift
payments.
Index Terms—Commitment cost allocation, electricity prices, ex-

tended LMPs, Lagrangian relaxation.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the U.S. wholesale electricity markets operated by Inde-
pendent SystemOperators (ISOs), generators and their gen-

eration levels are selected to minimize the total offer cost while
satisfying demand. In the day-ahead market, this unit commit-
ment and economic dispatch (UCED) problem is solved for
the next day with one hour as the time interval. With commit-
ment decisions fixed at their optimal values, Locational Mar-
ginal Prices (LMPs) are then obtained in the economic dispatch
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process. Since commitment decisions are fixed, commitment
costs including start-up and no-load costs cannot be included
in the prices. Also, units that are scheduled at their minimum
limits may not be the marginal units to set prices. As a result,
the costs of committing or dispatching fast-start units1 at their
minimum limits may not be covered by LMPs, and significant
uplift payments may be needed [1], [2].
To improve the prices, methods have been developed for

pricing purpose only. For example, some ISOs relax the min-
imum limits of fast-start units to zero, so that they can be
marginal units to set prices [3], [4]. Extended LMPs (ELMPs)
were established by MISO as the optimal multipliers of the
dual of the same UCED problem [5]. The optimal dual value
as a function demand forms the convex hull of the total cost
function [6], and its slope, i.e., the marginal cost of the convex
hull is the ELMP. This marginal cost includes a share of the
fixed costs incurred when a unit is committed or dispatched
at its minimum limit. The costs of committing or dispatching
fast-start units are thus incorporated in ELMPs and uplift
payments are minimized. Commitment costs of slow-start
units are not likely to participate in setting ELMPs, since these
units are usually online for a long time and their commitment
costs are covered by prices [7]. ELMPs, however, require the
optimal multipliers for the mixed-integer UCED problem and
are computationally expensive for market implementation [8].
The single-hour approximate ELMP (aELMP) model has

been developed by MISO to reduce the complexity while
capturing ELMPs' feature of incorporating the costs of com-
mitting or dispatching fast-start units at their minimum limits
[8]. With the UCED problem solved first, commitment deci-
sions of slow-start units are fixed at their optimal values. To
approximate the convex hull of the multi-hour cost function
in the ELMP model, commitment costs of fast-start units are
allocated over a set of online hours to design a set of single-hour
cost functions. These cost functions are then convexified by
relaxing integrality requirements on commitment decisions for
fast-start units, and the convexified functions serve as an ap-
proximation of the convex hull. The aELMPs are then obtained
by minimizing the total energy cost and commitment costs of
fast-start units [9]. Constraints at the hour are also satisfied
including ramp rate constraints where the generation levels at
hour are fixed as parameters and the multi-hour dispatch
related costs are not captured in the aELMPs.

1Fast-start units, e.g., combustion turbine generators, can be started within a
short time (10 minutes in MISO's current definition) and usually have high offer
costs.
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The allocation of commitment costs highly impacts the
aELMPs, and it is important for these prices to appropriately
reflect the costs of fast-start units and reduce uplift payments.
However, the complexity of the ELMP problem increases
exponentially as the number of hours increases [10], [11].
It is difficult to obtain an allocation that can result in prices
effectively approximating ELMPs and that can also be easily
implemented. This paper derives guidelines for the allocation
and examines their effectiveness in the day-ahead energy
market for simplicity without considering transmission ca-
pacity constraints. In Section II, the two-settlement market
and methods to incorporate the commitment costs of fast-start
units into prices are reviewed. With the UCED problem, the
ELMP model and the aELMP model formulated in Section III,
allocation guidelines are derived in Section IV. The idea is
to separate the ELMP problem into individual-hour problems
resembling the aELMP model. Since the ELMP problem is
coupled over time by state-transition constraints and ramp
rate constraints, Lagrangian relaxation is used to relax the
state-transition constraints on commitment decisions, while in
ramp rate constraints the generation at hour is fixed. The
relaxed problem at hour t resembles the aELMP problem with
multipliers, i.e., shadow prices, coordinating the allocation of
the associated commitment costs. KKT conditions are then
analyzed and innovatively used to derive guidelines for an
allocation that can be easily implemented by using the unit
commitment and dispatch results.
Guidelines are to allocate start-up costs to the hours when a

unit is most needed since the start-up is mostly driven by the de-
mand at these hours. The objective of the paper is to provide the-
oretical guidelines for MISO's allocation. These guidelines are
derived for the day-ahead market, but can also be applied to the
real-time market which has a more complicated market struc-
ture2. As discussed at the end of Section IV, MISO considers
the guidelines in both markets and allocates start-up costs of
fast-start units to their minimum-run times after they are started
up when most needed [9]. In Section V, to examine effective-
ness of the guidelines, aELMPs are compared with ELMPs and
LMPs. The examination is performed for problems of different
sizes, including one with one-hundred simulation runs and one
based on the MISO system. Numerical results show that the re-
sulting aELMPs effectively approximate ELMPs and reduce up-
lift payments.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
For electricity markets operated by ISOs, e.g., MISO,

ISO-NE, and CAISO, a two-settlement market structure is
used: a day-ahead market which schedules generation to satisfy
the demand for the next day with one hour as the time interval
(the day-ahead UCED problem), and a real-time market which
adjusts the outputs from online units to meet the load on a
five-minute basis (the real-time dispatch problem). In addition,
there are unit commitment processes (the reliability assessment
commitment, look-ahead commitment) carried out throughout

2Our studies have shown that ELMPs have a greater impact on the prices in
the Real-Timemarket than in the Day-Ahead market. Consequently, we actually
applied the guidelines to produce good aELMPs in the Real-Time market and
then use the same allocation in the Day-Ahead market.

the day to modify the commitment decisions based on the latest
forecasted load. Prices are needed to settle the markets. Since it
is difficult to obtain prices in the existence of non-convexities
arising from integer commitment decisions [12], [13], LMPs
are obtained for both markets through economic dispatch on the
hourly or five-minute basis with fixed commitment decisions.
LMPs, however, may not reflect the costs of committing or
dispatching fast-start units at minimum limits and significant
uplift payments may be needed [1].
To improve the prices, ISO-NE allows fast-start units that are

dispatched at their minimum limits to set prices by relaxing the
limits to zero, but no commitment costs are included [3], [14].
NYISO allows fast-start units whose minimum limits equal the
maximum limits to set prices, and includes no-load costs by
increasing the incremental energy costs to cover the no-load
costs [4], [14]. Start-up costs have been incorporated in studies
based on German wholesale electricity markets. By using the
unit commitment and dispatch results, the start-up costs are
divided by the total outputs [15], [16] or the total capacities [17]
over all the online hours as increased variable costs. However,
the allocation of start-up costs to some low-demand hours may
not be appropriate, and such methods have to use negative
start-up costs to decrease the variable costs.
MISO established ELMPs based on the convex hull of

the total cost function and those costs of fast-start units are
reflected in ELMPs, i.e., the marginal costs of the convex hull
[5]. ELMPs, however, require the optimal multipliers for the
mixed-integer UCED problem which can be difficult to obtain
[10], [11]. Methods have been developed to obtain ELMPs
[18], [19], and the study of the prices obtained shows that
ELMPs are mostly equal to LMPs. However, when an online
fast-start unit sets ELMPs including its commitment costs, the
ELMPs are higher than the LMPs. An offline fast-start unit can
also set ELMPs under transient shortage conditions, and the
ELMPs are then lower than the LMPs.
To implement ELMPs into markets, MISO developed an ap-

proximate model with reduced complexity while capturing their
features above [8]. The idea of the aELMP model is that the
convex hull of a separable function can be obtained through
convex hulls of its constituents [20]. The multi-hour ELMP
problem is thus separated into single-hour aELMP problems by
allocating commitment costs over a set of online hours [8]. The
aELMP is then obtained from a convex approximation of the
single-hour total cost function, and can be easily implemented
within the existing dispatch software at MISO [9]. The alloca-
tion of commitment costs is thus an important design issue that
determines the quality of the approximation. While look-ahead
dispatch is investigated at MISO, exploring the allocation of
commitment costs may still be useful in view of the real-time
moving window dispatch.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In the day-ahead energy market, the UCED problem is for-
mulated in Section A following [5] without considering trans-
mission capacity constraints for simplicity. The ELMP model
is obtained as the dual of the UCED problem by relaxing the
system demand constraints in Section B. The aELMP model as
outlined in [9] is presented in Section C.
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A. The UCED Problem
Consider an energy market with units and a time horizon .

For unit at time , the state is 1 if the unit is online and 0
if it is offline. The start-up decision is 1 if the unit is turned
from off to on and is 0 otherwise. The state-transition between

and is given by:

(1)
(2)

Commitment decisions are coupled over time by
state-transition constraints (1). Each unit satisfies generation ca-
pacity constraints, i.e., generation is in-between the minimal
and maximal levels and if the unit is online:

(3)

Ramp rate constraints ensure that unit cannot ramp up/down
between two successive online hours beyond ramp limit :

(4)

For unit at time , its offer costs include the energy cost ,
the time-invariant start-up cost if the unit is turned on, and
the no-load cost if the unit is online. For a step offer curve
with blocks, the energy cost is convex and piecewise
linear. It can be linearly formulated by splitting into for
each block with size and price :

(5)

(6)

(7)

In addition to individual unit constraints (1)–(4), the total gen-
eration should satisfy the demand at all the time:

(8)

The objective is to minimize the total offer cost:

(9)

The UCED problem is thus formulated as a mixed-integer pro-
gramming problem with integer variables and .
The total cost function arising from the UCED problem is:

(10)

where

(11)

(12)

subject to constraints (1)–(4). The total cost function (10) is non-
convex as a result of the integer commitment decisions with
start-up cost immediately incurred when a unit is turned
on and no-load cost incurred at each online
hour .
After the UCED problem is solved, e.g., by using branch

and cut methods, commitment decisions in (9) are fixed at their
optimal values and , and LMPs are calculated by
solving the resulting LP economic dispatch problem. Single-
hour dispatch with in (9) is used by ISOs such as MISO
and ISO-NE for each time , and the generation levels at
in ramp rate constraints (4) are fixed as [3], [9]:

(13)

In this pricing problem with fixed commitment decisions
and , the commitment costs in (9) are constants and a unit
generating at in (3) may not bemarginal. As a result, LMPs
may not reflect the associated costs.

B. The ELMP Model

The Lagrangian of the UCED problem is obtained by relaxing
the demand constraints (8) using multipliers :

(14)

The relaxed problem to minimize (14) given can be de-
composed into unit-level subproblems, one for each unit:

(15)

subject to individual unit constraints (1)–(4). The subproblem
(15) can be solved by using dynamic programming (DP).
Denoting as the minimized subproblem cost, the dual
problem is to select multipliers that maximize the concave and
piecewise linear dual function [10]:

(16)

The optimal dual value as a function of demand
forms the convex hull of the total cost function (10) [6], [20]:

(17)

The optimal multipliers are the slopes, i.e., the marginal
costs of the convex hull, and are established as ELMPs. The
marginal costs of the convex hull (17) reflect the fixed costs in
the non-convex cost function (10). The costs of committing or
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Fig. 1. Cost function of unit at time and its convex approximations.

dispatching a unit at are thus reflected in ELMPs. How-
ever, ELMPs require the optimal multipliers for the mixed-in-
teger UCED problem over hours in (16), and are com-
putationally expensive [10], [11].

C. The Approximate ELMP Model
The single-hour aELMP model is developed by MISO with

reduced complexity for the market implementation of ELMPs.
The aELMP is calculated after the results of unit commitment

and the associated dispatch are obtained.
To capture ELMPs' feature of incorporating the costs of com-

mitting or dispatching fast-start units at their minimum limits,
commitment costs of fast-start unit are allocated to online
hour as , where

(18)

The cost curve of fast-start unit at hour is thus:

(19)

This cost curve is convexified by using a commitment fraction
satisfying (3) and:

(20)

As shown in Fig. 1, the convexified cost curve is obtained as:

(21)

Commitment costs of slow-start units are not included in
aELMPs, since these costs are usually covered by prices set by
more expensive units and are not likely to participate in setting
ELMPs [7]. The commitment decisions of these units are fixed
at their optimal values of the UCED problem.
The aELMP at time is thus obtained by minimizing the total

energy cost and the commitment costs of fast-start units3:

(22)

subject to constraints (3), (8), (13) and (20). In this problem, pa-
rameters include the allocated start-up cost in (22), commit-
ment of slow-start units and the generation level in
ramp rate constraints (13). The aELMP is the optimal multiplier
associated with the demand constraint (8).

3Usually, only online fast-start units are considered. Under transient shortage,
offline fast-start units are also included to set aELMPs [9].

Different allocations of commitment costs in
(22) result in different values of the aELMP. Therefore, the allo-
cation of commitment costs is a key design issue. With no-load
cost included at each online hour, the start-up cost should
be appropriately allocated over a set of online hours, i.e., the
allocated start-up cost associated with commitment fraction

should be carefully designed.

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

To derive guidelines for the allocation, the ELMP problem
is separated into individual hour problems resembling the
aELMP model in Section IV-A. KKT conditions are used
in Section IV-B to derive the guidelines that can be easily
implemented by using the commitment and dispatch results.
In Section IV-C, a method to examine effectiveness of the
guidelines is developed. MISO's implementation considering
these guidelines is discussed in Section IV-D

A. Time-Decoupling by Lagrangian Relaxation
Established as the dual of the UCED problem, the ELMP

problem is coupled over time by state-transition constraints (1)
and ramp rate constraints (4). To study the allocation of the com-
mitment costs of fast-start units, it is separated into individual-
hour problems to resemble the aELMP model. With commit-
ment decisions of slow-start units fixed and their integrality for
fast-start units relaxed in the UCED problem, state-transition
constraints that couple commitment decisions of fast start units
over time are relaxed by using Lagrange multipliers .
The relaxed problem is:

(23)

subject to constraints (3), (4), (8) and

(24)
(25)

By fixing the generation at hour in ramp rate constraints
(4), the relaxed problem (23) at each hour is obtained as:

(26)

subject to constraint (3), (8), (13), (24) and (25). This problem
resembles the aELMP problem (22) with the multipliers, i.e.,
shadow prices, coordinating the allocation of the associated
commitment costs of fast-start units.

B. Optimality Analysis by KKT Conditions
With problem (26) obtained resembling the aELMP model,

an allocation can be obtained from the optimal multipliers.
However, the allocation is needed to be easily implemented
without optimizing (26) numerically. KKT conditions are thus
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innovatively used to derive allocation guidelines that utilize the
unit commitment and dispatch results.
The problem (26) involves many variables and constraints,

while the allocation is coordinated bymultipliers of the
state-transition constraints only. KKT conditions are thus ap-
plied in a flexiblemanner only to this subset of constraints, while
other constraints are dealt with explicitly to maintain feasibility
and optimality [10]. The KKT conditions applied to problem
(26) are obtained as:

(27)
(28)

and that , and solves problem (26) given .
These conditions are used to characterize the allocated

start-up cost in (22) by multiplier in (26). For
to minimize the linear objective of problem (26),

can take any value in [0, 1] if its derivative is zero,
if the derivative is positive and if the derivative is
negative:

(29a)
(29b)
(29c)

Nevertheless, (29c) violates the complementary slackness (28)
at online hour since and

, unless and .
The cost in (26) is thus obtained for (29a) and (29b) as:

(30)
and for (29c) only when and as:

(31)
Comparing (30) and (31) with the cost in the aELMP problem
(22), the allocated start-up cost is:

(32)

or in the special case of and is:

(33)

The allocated start-up cost associated with is obtained
as above, because commitment decision is involved in two
state transitions with the shadow price
and with the shadow price .
With allocation characterized by , the optimal

multipliers are obtained by using the unit commitment and dis-
patch results. If the state-transition constraint is active, i.e.,

, then the shadow price in (29a), since
the state-transition costs associated with the increase of com-
mitment fraction is in (9). If the constraint is not ac-
tive, i.e., , then , and as
in (29b). It is a marginal case when remains the same and

Fig. 2. Start-up cost allocation over a set of online hours.

as in (29a) and (29b). The following are thus
obtained:

(34a)
(34b)
(34c)

Category (34a) describes the hours when a fast-start unit is
turned on and its usage is then increased. When the usage is
decreased until the unit is turned off, these hours are of category
(34b). At the hours in-between, the usage is usually at the peak
but may further vary and these hours may be represented by all
the three categories.
Proposition:
i) If , then ;
ii) If , then .
Proof: At . With

in (34a). For , considering that
, the gradient of in (26)

. To minimize the linear objective,
in (3). In view that , it is thus shown
that . The decreasing usage hours when the
state-transition constraint in (34b) is not active can be similarly
shown.
Combining this proposition with the allocation in (32) or (33),

allocation guidelines are obtained as shown in Fig. 2.
Allocation Guidelines:
i) If , then ;
ii) If , then .

Start-up costs are allocated to the hours in-between when a fast-
start unit is most needed, because the demand at these hours is
the main factor driving the start-up of the unit. The allocated
costs add up to the total start-up cost satisfying (18):

(35)

C. Effectiveness Examination via Approximate ELMPs
To examine effectiveness of the guidelines, aELMPs are com-

pared with ELMPs and LMPs. The comparison is based on the
hourly average price, uplift payments and the total load payment
following [7]. The uplift payments include the costs not covered
by prices and opportunity costs as defined in [5], and the total
load payment is the payment by prices plus the uplift payments.
By using the guidelines, allocation method (c) is selected from
a set of alternative allocation methods:
a) Allocate to the first online hour;
b) Allocate evenly to all the online hours;
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TABLE I
SUPPLY OFFERS OF EXAMPLE 1

c) Allocate to the peak usage hours;
d) Allocate based on the energy usage [21];
e) Allocate based on the capacity usage [21].

The aELMPs are obtained for each of these five methods, and
are compared with ELMPs and LMPs. The guidelines are effec-
tive if aELMPs of method (c) are closest to ELMPs and have the
most uplift payment reduction compared to LMPs.

D. Discussion of MISO's Implementation
The guidelines are considered in MISO's allocation design

for both the day-ahead and the real-time markets. However, to
obtain aELMPs in real-time, the commitment and dispatch of a
fast-start unit planned for the forecasted load in the unit commit-
ment processes as reviewed in Section II may not be accurate.
Currently, MISO only incorporates into prices the commitment
costs for fast-start units that can be started within 10 minutes
and have min-run times within 1 hour. These units are usually
started up when they are most needed and may be turned off
after the min-run time. Therefore, start-up costs are allocated to
the min-run time after start-up. In the future, when commitment
costs for more units are considered and a multi-interval aELMP
model is used, the guidelines will be valuable.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The aELMP model was implemented in IBM ILOG CPLEX

12.2 on a Dell M4600 laptop with Intel Core i7-2820QM
CPU 2.30 GHz RAM 8 GB. Three examples are presented.
Example 1 is a simple five-unit four-hour problem to illustrate
the process of obtaining aELMPs with allocations by directly
using the guidelines and by using MISO's allocation. Example
2 is a 32-unit 24-hour problem and its one hundred simulation
runs based on the IEEE Reliability Test System to show that the
allocation method selected by the guidelines obtains the best
approximation of ELMPs. Example 3 is a MISO-sized problem
to show the effectiveness of the guidelines in a practical-sized
problem.
Example 1: Consider a five-unit four-hour problem. Supply

offers of the five units are specified in Table I with each identical
over the four hours. For simplicity, these units are assumed ini-
tially off. Units G3, G4 and G5 are fast-start units, among which
G4 and G5 have minimum run times of one hour.
The UCED problem (9) is solved by using the branch-and-cut

method in CPLEX as shown in Table II. Based on these UCED
results, commitment costs are allocated by using the guidelines
for fast-start units G3 and G4 over their online hours. Both units
G3 and G4 are most needed at hour 3 since they generate at the
peak among all the online hours. The start-up cost is thus allo-
cated to hour 3 and the no-load cost is included at each online

TABLE II
DEMAND AND THE UCED SOLUTIONS OF EXAMPLE 1

TABLE III
COMMITMENT COST ALLOCATION BY USING THE GUIDELINES FOR EXAMPLE 1

TABLE IV
PRICES AND THEIR HOURLY AVERAGE, UPLIFT PAYMENTS AND THE TOTAL

LOAD PAYMENT OF EXAMPLE 1

hour as shown in Table III. Given the commitment cost allo-
cation , aELMPs are obtained by solving (22)
using the LP solver of CPLEX.
The aELMPs are obtained by using MISO's allocation as

discussed in Section IV-D, and only G4 with the minimum-run
time of one hour is qualified for the allocation. Its start-up cost
is allocated to the hour 3 after start-up as .
This allocation is consistent with the allocation for G4 obtained
by using the guidelines in Table III. LMPs are also obtained by
using CPLEX and ELMPs are obtained by solving problem (16)
using the subgradient simplex cutting plane method in [18] for
comparison as presented in Table IV.
As can be seen, LMPs cannot cover the commitment costs of

G3, and cannot be set by G4 that is dispatched at its minimum
limit. As a result, uplift payments of $435 are used. ELMPs
incorporate the costs of committing G3 and dispatching G4 at
its minimum limits, and uplift payments are reduced to $185.45.
Moreover, commitment costs of slow-start units G1 and G2 are
covered by the prices and do not participate in setting ELMPs
as discussed in Section I.
The aELMPs obtained following the guidelines effectively

captured these features of ELMPs' and uplift payments are
reduced by 57% compared with those of LMPs. For this small
example, aELMPs are the same as ELMPs, but this may not
always be true. The aELMPs obtained following MISO's
allocation have a difference of 0.6% in total load payments
compared with ELMPs and a reduction of 35% in uplift pay-
ments compared with LMPs. Therefore, MISO's allocation for
G4 is consistent with that by using the guidelines and obtains
aELMPs as good approximations of ELMPs.
Example 2: Consider a 32-unit 24-hour problem based on the

IEEE Reliability Test System of 1996 [22]. The system includes
generating units, hourly system load of a year and a transmission
network which is not used here. Generation offers as presented
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TABLE V
GENERATION OFFERS OF EXAMPLE 2

TABLE VI
DEMAND AND UCED SOLUTIONS OF FAST-START UNITS FOR EXAMPLE 2

TABLE VII
COMMITMENT COST ALLOCATION OF EXAMPLE 2

in Table V are obtained from production costs. All units are
assumed initially off for simplicity. Units of type U20 are fast-
start units. The peak-load day within the year is selected, and is
appropriately increased as shown in Table VI, since the original
values are satisfied with no fast-start units committed.
By solving the UCED problem (9), two fast-start units are

committed as shown in Table VI at hours 11–15. Based on the
UCED results, allocation in problem (22) is ob-
tained in Table VII by using each of the five allocation methods
in Section IV-C. For method (c), since there are multiple peak
usage hours, start-up costs of are allocated evenly to the hours
that also have peak load.
The aELMPs are obtained by solving (22) and compared with

ELMPs and LMPs in Table VIII. For simplicity of presentation,
prices are shown only for hours 11–15 since all sets of prices
are the same at other hours. As can be seen, among the five al-
location methods, aELMPs (c) is closest to ELMPs in hourly
average price and total load payments. Compared with LMPs,
uplift payments of aELMPs (c) are reduced by 35.2%. This re-
duction is less than the 76.0% reduction of ELMPs, but is the
most among all the five sets of aELMPs. Therefore, the alloca-
tion method selected by the guidelines obtains the best aELMPs.
To examine effectiveness of the guidelines for different prob-

lems, 100 Monte Carlo simulation runs are performed by per-
turbing the load of the above case. For the convenience to pre-
serve the load pattern, a uniform distribution is used at each hour
with interval length selected as 2% of the base case value. The
examination is conducted in each simulation run similarly as in

TABLE VIII
PRICES AND THEIR AVERAGE, UPLIFT AND TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR EXAMPLE 2

Fig. 3. Reduction in uplift payments compared with LMPs and the difference
in total payment compared with ELMPs for Example 2.

the base case. In addition, allocation methods (a) and (b) that re-
sulted in worse approximations of ELMPs than other methods
are not repeated anymore.
The aELMPs are compared with ELMPs and LMPs below.

Over the 100 simulation runs, reduction (in percentage) of
the uplift payments compared with those of LMPs is shown
in Fig. 3 for ELMP, aELMPs (c), (d) and (e). The difference
(in absolute percentage) in total load payment compared with
that of ELMPs is also shown for each set of aELMPs and
LMPs, and the difference in hourly average price has a similar
pattern. As is shown, ELMPs obtain the most uplift reduction,
since they minimize uplift payments as discussed in Section I.
By effectively approximating ELMPs, aELMPs (c) generally
reduce more uplift payments than aELMPs (d) and (e) except
for a few simulation runs (4/100). Also, aELMPs (c) have a
smaller difference in total load payment than aELMPs (d) and
(e) in most of the simulation runs (71/100). The guidelines are
thus effective for different problems.
Example 3: Consider a MISO-sized problem in the

day-ahead market with 1207 units over 24 hours. Allocation
is performed for fast-start units that can be started-up within
10 minutes. The guidelines are examined following a similar
process as that in Example 2. Moreover, there are different
options of method (c) when there are multiple peak usage
hours. To investigate the sensitivity, two options are studied:

Allocate to the peak usage hour which has the peak load;
Allocate evenly to the peak usage hours.

For this practical-sized example, the aELMPs are obtained
by using similar amounts of CPU time as those of LMPs, since
the computational complexity of aELMPs is much reduced than
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Fig. 4. Approximate ELMPs, ELMPs and LMPs for Example 3.

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE, UPLIFT AND TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR EXAMPLE 3

that of ELMPs. The aELMPs of allocation methods ,
(d) and (e) are depicted in Fig. 4 comparing with ELMPs and
LMPs. As can be seen, the four sets of aELMPs, ELMPs and
LMPs are very close in this day-ahead example. Their hourly
average value, uplift payments, and the total load payment are
then further compared in Table IX.
Compared with ELMPs, the aELMPs and have less
difference in the average price or the total load payment than
aELMPs (d) and (e). Uplift payments of aELMPs and
are reduced by 0.82% compared with those of LMPs, while the
reductions of aELMPs (d) and (e) are only 0.36% and 0.37%,
respectively. Moreover, aELMPs and are not sensitive
to the two options of allocating over multiple peak usage hours
given the limited number of 10-minute fast-start units [7]. The
allocation guidelines are thus shown effective for this practical-
sized problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

The aELMP model is developed by MISO for the market
implementation of ELMPs which can appropriately reflect
the costs of committing or dispatching fast-start units at their
minimum limits and thus minimize uplift payments. This
paper derived guidelines for an important design issue of
allocating the commitment costs of fast-start units over time.
By separating the ELMP problem to individual-hour problems
resembling the aELMP model, allocation guidelines are to
allocate start-up costs of fast-start units to the hours when
they are most needed, since the start-up is mostly driven by
the demand at these hours. These guidelines are demonstrated
effective for different problems and are considered in MISO's
design which allocates for fast-start units to their minimum run
time after start-up when they are most needed.
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